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Institutions in Albania and Serbia enhancing physical security and stockpile management with support of the
United States of America featured in the annual report To Walk the Earth in Safety
The recently published 2019 Annual Report To Walk the Earth in Safety (TWEIS) - by the Bureau of PoliticalMilitary A airs’ O ce of Weapons Removal and Abatement’s (PM/WRA) - acknowledges the e orts of
Institutions in Albania and Serbia to enhance physical security and stockpile management with the support
provided by the United States (US) government’ through UNDP SEESAC, among achievements in Conventional
Weapons Destruction (CWD) programs in 58 countries including Europe and Eurasia.

“In the wrong hands, small and light weapons fuel political instability and violence,
while aging ammunition stockpiles may explode without warning, devastating nearby
population centers.” R. Clarke Cooper, Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Political-Military
Affairs

The Europe section covers - amongst the contributions to other countries - the support provided to Albania
and Serbia through SEESAC. It is important partnerships like the ones between the United States and SEESAC
that are building a more secure world.
In Albania, interventions are important in ensuring signi cant amounts of stockpiled Small Arms and Light
Weapons (SALW) and ammunition under the responsibility of Albanian authorities is safe, secure, and
accounted for. With funding from the United States, the enhancement of SALW control security measures by
SEESAC is addressed by a comprehensive intervention that included completion of security upgrades of the
Ministry of Interior facility in Mullet, and physical security upgrades of Ministry of Defence’s facilities in Mirake
and Zall-Herr, allowing safer and more secure weapons storage by the Albanian State Police (ASP). In addition,
SEESAC has conducted capacity building training in stockpile management to 20 ASP participants.
In Serbia, United States support is reducing the risk of proliferation through the enhancement of weapons
and ammunition stockpile security. This includes reducing surplus stocks of SALW and their ammunition in
storage. Also, through UNDP SEESAC, detailed planning began for enhancement of the safety and security of
the Ministry of Interior’s Duvanište storage site and conduct a pro cient level capacity building course in
stockpile management for MoI participants is planned for 2021.
Find more information on the 19th Edition of TWEIS covering CY2019:
Europe and Eurasia section of CY2019 TWEIS
PM Assistant Secretary of State R. Clarke Cooper’s Foreign Press Center Remarks on the TWEIS release

Read more on UNDP SEESAC work on PSSM and stockpile management:
Weapons and ammunition kept in safer conditions within Belgrade’s city limits
Helping Keep Citizens Safe - Facilitating regional security through the meeting of trainers for physical security and stockpile management of small arms and light weapons
and their ammunition
SEESAC’s stockpile management training – global best practice as perceived by United Nations Secretary General
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Cookies on our web page
What is Cookie?
A cookie is a small piece of data sent from a website and stored in a user's web browse while a user is browsing a website. When the user browses the same website in the
future, the data stored in the cookie can be retrieved by the website to notify the website of the user's previous activity

How do we use cookies?
A visit to a this page could generate the following types of cookie.

Strictly necessary cookies
These cookies are essential in order to enable you to move around the website and use its features, such as accessing secure areas of the website. Without these cookies
services you have asked for, like shopping baskets or e-billing, cannot be provided.

2. Performance cookies
These cookies collect information about how visitors use a website, for instance which pages visitors go to most often, and if they get error messages from web pages. These
cookies don’t collect information that identifies a visitor. All information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. It is only used to improve how a website
works.

3. Functionality cookies
These cookies allow the website to remember choices you make (such as your user name, language or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features.
For instance, a website may be able to provide you with local weather reports or traffic news by storing in a cookie the region in which you are currently located. These cookies
can also be used to remember changes you have made to text size, fonts and other parts of web pages that you can customise. They may also be used to provide services you
have asked for such as watching a video or commenting on a blog. The information these cookies collect may be anonymised and they cannot track your browsing activity on
other websites.

4. Targeting and advertising cookies
These cookies are used to deliver adverts more relevant to you and your interests They are also used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement as well as help
measure the effectiveness of the advertising campaign. They are usually placed by advertising networks with the website operator’s permission. They remember that you have
visited a website and this information is shared with other organisations such as advertisers. Quite often targeting or advertising cookies will be linked to site functionality
provided by the other organisation.

Cookie management
Cookies can be managed via the web browser settings. Please, see you browser help how to manage cookies.
On this site you can always turn cookies on/off on menu item “Cookie Management”.

Website management
This website is managed by:
The South Eastern and Eastern Europe Clearinghouse for the Control of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SEESAC)

